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SIMATREE

Services for Chief Data Officers 
& Other Analytics Leaders
We support Chief Data Officers across all industries with our strategic talent, industry leadership, and proven 
approaches. Simatree can help data and analytics leaders stand up a new organization or mature an existing 
organization. We provide the strategic and technical expertise to bring you the insights you need to become a 
leading data and analytics organization. Below are a few ways we can support you.

SERVICE INCLUDES...

• Talent Strategies, from Recruitment 
to Retention

• Recruiting Services, Staffing 
Services, and Temporary Support

• Job Description Development
• Organizational Design Strategy
• Technical Competency Assessments

• Change Management
• Data Literacy Programs/Training
• Executive Training and Coaching
• Pilot Programs
• Communities of Practices/Excellence
• Data Visualization
• Maturity Assessments

• Data-Driven Transformation
• Data Strategy
• CDO Operating Model Dev.
• Strategic Assessments and 

Roadmaps
• Capability Development
• Program and Project Management

• Data Management
• Data Engineering
• Data Science
• Machine Learning
• Enterprise Architecture
• Cloud/Data Migration
• Tool/Technology Assessments

Simatree can find exceptional people for your 
team, deliver exceptional people from our team, or 
enable you to identify exceptional talent for your 
data and analytics organization. Our services will 
help you build an experienced data team with a 
diverse skillset from the ground up.

Talent

Simatree provides perspectives on leading-edge 
data and analytics technologies, tools, and 
techniques to ensure your organization invests in 
and builds the right solutions based on your data 
and needs. Our approach and support will help you 
get the most of your organization’s data assets.

Technology

Simatree knows the shift to a data-driven culture 
requires more than just the right technology and 
technical expertise. We’re here to help your 
organization and its people embark on this journey 
to transform mindsets and behaviors to truly 
become a data-driven organization.

Culture

A CDO’s goals and vision are not accomplished 
without a plan. Simatree has experience working 
with CDOs in organizations of all maturity levels. 
We understand CDO’s unique challenges and will 
build- and help implement- an innovative plan to 
address them.

Innovation & Implementation


